
Several months ago, I wrote about a
simple REXX EXEC that used the new
(z/OS V1R2) ISPF service named

QUERYENQ. The REXX demonstrated the
usage of the QUERYENQ service in an inter-
active dialog named WHOHAS. The WHO-
HAS dialog pops up a screen that shows all
holders of a dataset. This month, I'll cover
another good use for the QUERYENQ service.

THE SETUP

First, I must digress just a bit and explain
what I needed to accomplish. Follow along
and you'll soon see how QUERYENQ came to
the rescue.

I had a need to do an IEBCOPY in-place
compress on a weekly basis for over 60 old-
style PDS (non-PDSE) load libraries. Further,
the site where I needed to do this had the
requirement that the in-place compress be
done with DISP=OLD.

Why was PDS used and not PDSE? To
make a long story short, I'll just say that con-
verting these load libraries to PDSE was not
an option due to the usage of a third-party
piece of software. These load libraries had to
remain as old-style PDS datasets.

MORE COMPLICATIONS

Some additional complications were
also in play. One of the stickiest was find-
ing a time window when I had a reasonable
shot at getting an exclusive, DISP=OLD
type of enqueue on these libraries. Another
factor was that a backup had to be taken
before the compress and it too had to use
an exclusive enqueue.

These load libraries appear coded as part of
a tasklib concatenation in the JCL of long-run-
ning database regions. These regions (all 60 of
them) run from 6 A.M. until midnight,

Monday through Saturday. After midnight, the
load library DSNs appear in coded STEPLIB
or JOBLIB concatenations for normal nightly
batch work.

This ruled out trying to compress them any-
time during the Monday through Saturday
portion of the week. Even Sunday had its dif-
ficulties, as it frequently would see catch-up
batch and DBA maintenance running.

Finally, it was decided that Sunday evening
at around 11 P.M. would provide the best
chance at exclusivity. There was a brief win-
dow between 11 P.M. and 11:30 P.M. where
the backup/compress job would have the best

shot at grabbing these libraries with
DISP=OLD and taking a few seconds to back
them up and compress them.

NO GUARANTEES

Even though the late Sunday nighttime win-
dow provided the best shot at an exclusive
enqueue on all 60 of the load libraries, there
were no guarantees. One or more of the
regions might be kept up a bit longer on any
given Sunday. Utility batch jobs might also be
running late on any Sunday that had any one
of the 60 DSNs coded at JOBLIB.
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Do While N < 61                  /* Main Loop of EXEC                */
If N < 10 Then Do              /* If N = 1 - 9, (need 2-char)      */

N = SUBSTR('0'N,1,2)        /* Make N variable "01", "02", etc  */
End                            /* -------------------------------- */
EQDSN = 'PROD.VER4.P'N'.LOAD'  /* Set EQDSN = LOAD DSN             */
DSNAM = EQDSN                  /* Save DSN for skeleton            */
MINOR = EQDSN'*'               /* Append asterisk for ALL          */
Ispexec "QUERYENQ TABLE(LOAD) QNAME(MAJOR) RNAME(MINOR) XSYS"
QRC = RC                       /* Save RC from QUERYENQ            */
If QRC < 3 Then Do             /* If < 3 an ENQ is being held      */

Say ' '                     /* Put a blank line between Says    */
Say MINOR                   /* Display the Minor name           */
Ispexec "TBSKIP LOAD"       /* TBSKIP to 1st row of LOAD        */
Do While RC = 0             /* "RC" is set by TBSKIP at end-Do  */

Say 'Address Space Holding ENQ 'ZENJOB 'As 'ZENDISP'/'ZENHOLD ,
'Scope 'ZENSCOPE

Ispexec "TBSKIP LOAD"       /* TBSKIP to next row (At End RC=8) */
End                         /* -------------------------------- */
Ispexec "TBEND LOAD"        /* TBEND (destroy) the LOAD table   */

End                            /* -------------------------------- */
If QRC = 8 Then Do             /* If 8, No ENQ held                */
Ispexec "FTOPEN"             /* Open File-Tailor out (@ISPFILE)  */
Ispexec "FTINCL COMPSKEL"    /* Include skeleton     (@ISPSLIB)  */
Ispexec "FTCLOSE"            /* Close to save                    */

Ispexec "LMINIT DATAID(DATAID) DDNAME(ISPFILE) ENQ(SHR)"
Ispexec "VIEW DATAID("DATAID") MACRO(SUBBER)"
Ispexec "LMFREE DATAID("DATAID")"

End                            /* -------------------------------- */
N = N + 1                      /* Increment N by 1                 */

End

FIGURE 1: AFTER TAILORING THE LOAD LIBRARY NAME, A QUERYENQ IS ISSUED TO DETERMINE
IF ANY OTHER JOB HOLDS AN ENQUEUE ON THE CURRENT DATASET. IF RC=8 IS ISSUED BY
QUERYENQ, FILE TAILORING IS DONE AND VIEW IS INVOKED WITH AN INITIAL MACRO
(SUBBER) TO SUBMIT THE JOB.
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There was no assurance, certainty or guarantees. And here is where
QUERYENQ came into play.

TESTING FOR AN ENQUEUE BEFORE
SUBMITTING JOB

Imagine for a moment, a batch-oriented ISPF dialog (running under
PGM=IKJEFT1B) that uses simple file tailoring to prepare
backup/compress JCL and then submits it – 60 times, in a loop, with 60
different job names.

The manner in which all 60 PDS datasets were named made this
easy. To make each DSN unique, one of the qualifiers in the name was
a number. The names look something like this:

PROD.VER4.Pnn.LOAD

Where the nn is a two-character ascending number: 01, 02, 03, etc.
Now, imagine an invocation of QUERYENQ just before the job gets

submitted. If the return code from QUERYENQ is 0 or 2, an enqueue
is being held. In this case the backup/compress job does not get sub-
mitted. FIGURE 1 shows the essence of this logic.

WEEK TO WEEK

This batch-driven REXX EXEC, launched with an ISPSTART from
SYSTSIN, has been running every Sunday evening for the last six
months. It works just fine.

What happens if a particular backup/compress job doesn't get sub-
mitted because of a held enqueue? Well, that particular load library
doesn't get compressed. Running the process every Sunday helps
ensure that too much time doesn't elapse between compress attempts.

In other words, if a few load libraries are skipped one week, they will
get compressed the following week. This has happened a number of
times with no negative impact.

CONCLUSION

As ISPF continues to mature, more services and service parameters are
being added. This is encouraging to me and I will always try to figure out
how to put them to good use. This month's topic is a good example of how
to use a newer service in a simple REXX to achieve the desired result.  

NaSPA member Jim Moore is the president of Concentrated Logic Corporation,
a Glendale Heights, IL-based software development firm specializing in
TSO/ISPF/PDF and database design.
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